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Abstract 13 

To address the challenges in remediating cesium contaminated aqueous environments, 14 

a low-cost, magnetically recoverable and superior composite adsorbent  was 15 

fabricated based on the concept of magnetizing montmorillonite and entrapping 16 

potassium copper hexacyanoferrate that offers excellent selectivity for Cs+. The facile, 17 

green and scalable synthesis route involved exchanging the interlayer ions of 18 

montmorillonite with ferrous ions before oxidizing to form magnetic montmorillonite 19 

using a low-temperature hydrothermal method. The composite was then coated with 20 

polydopamine to be complexed with copper ions and subsequently reacted with the 21 

hexacyanoferrate precursor to in situ grow potassium copper hexacyanoferrate 22 
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nanoparticles, thus forming the composite, D-Mt-Mag-HCF. The adsorbent exhibited 23 

excellent Cs+ sorption capacity (~159.2 mg/g) and Cs+ selectivity greater than 8.2×104 24 

mL g-1 in concentrated brine. Moreover, the magnetic properties (17.4 emu/g) of the 25 

adsorbent facilitated its separation from contaminated aqueous environments once the 26 

adsorbent had removed Cs+. The current study demonstrates a novel and scalable 27 

production of a composite adsorbent that can be readily used to remediate contaminated 28 

water.  29 

 30 
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 34 

1. Introduction 35 

Nuclear power has demonstrated its great advantages in energy sector with its low 36 

unit cost, low pollution and its high efficiency in solving resource shortages and 37 

reducing carbon emissions (Kim et al., 2017a). Meanwhile, the drawback of the nuclear 38 

industry is also conspicuous as witnessed by the two well-known nuclear accidents at 39 

Chernobyl and Fukushima (Ding et al., 2016), that is, the disastrous radioactive 40 

contamination and spreading on ground and water systems following an incident that 41 

continuously threatens ecosystems and human life for a long time (Vincent et al., 2014). 42 

Cesium isotopes, 134Cs and 137Cs, are of the most concerns due to its large 43 

abundance in fission products, its long decay period with a half-life as long as 30.17 44 
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years, and its strong radioactivity that emits high-energy gamma rays (Barraqué et al., 45 

2018; Bartonkova et al., 2007). Moreover, because of its similar chemical properties to 46 

potassium, it can be readily transferred to biospheres and then causing serious 47 

radiological hazards to the environment and human body (Zhang et al., 2020). So far, 48 

many methods have been studied to remove Cs+ in wastewater, including ion exchange, 49 

adsorbent sorption, membrane extraction, solvent extraction, reverse osmosis, chemical 50 

precipitation,with their purification efficiency varying from each other (Bostick et al., 51 

2002; Yun Kon Kim, 2018).  52 

In fact, quite a number of the purification methods rely on the adsorbents involved 53 

and hence development of effective adsorbents is the key. Various Cs+ adsorbents such 54 

as vanadium silicate(Datta et al., 2014), chalcogenides (Ding and Kanatzidis, 2010), 55 

zeolite (Borai et al., 2009; Prajitno et al., 2020), clay (Ma et al., 2011), layered double 56 

hydroxides (LDHs) (Gu et al., 2018) have been studied and assessed in term of capacity, 57 

selectivity and kinetics. Among the adsorbents, analogues of Prussian Blue (PBA) 58 

(Delchet et al., 2012), have stood out thanks to its excellent sorption capacity and 59 

superior selectivity for Cs+ even in the background environment with a large quantity 60 

of various competing cations, as well as its facile preparation (Turgis et al., 2013; Yang 61 

et al., 2016). Potassium copper hexacyanoferrate (KCuHCF) is one of the representative 62 

PBA analogs that is of great interest. The KCuHCF has a perovskite-like face-centered 63 

cubic crystal structure with a channel diameter approximately 3.2 Å, acting as an ion-64 

sieve specifically for hydrated cesium ions, with Cs+ capable of permeating the lattice 65 

structure but larger competing ions being blocked (Baik et al., 2017; Turgis et al., 2013; 66 
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Vincent et al., 2014). However, the extremely small size (~10 nm) of the 67 

hexacyanoferrate (HCF) limits its use in practical applications due to the challenging 68 

recovery from water and needs to be immobilized on some larger supportting materials, 69 

such as mesoporous silica (Causse et al., 2014; Sangvanich et al., 2010), carbon 70 

allotropes (Yang et al., 2014a; Yang et al., 2014b), chitin (Vincent et al., 2015; Vincent 71 

et al., 2014), alginate (Jang and Lee, 2016; Yang et al., 2014a), etc. 72 

Natural clay minerals have also been demonstrated to be an adsorbent of metal ions 73 

and been used to adsorb radionuclides (such as Cs+, Sr2+, Co2+) (Long et al., 2013; Ma 74 

et al., 2011), benefiting from its advantages of large abundance, low cost and 75 

environment- friendliness. In particular, montmorillonite (Mt) is one of the most 76 

interests among the natural mineral clays. It is a smectite clay composed of two layers 77 

of Si4+ tetrahedral sheets sandwiching a layer of Al3+ octahedral sheets (Yuan et al., 78 

2009). The expandable interlayer including plenty of accumulated cation ions inside 79 

endows the Mt with a high cation exchange capacity (CEC) and a strong sorption 80 

performance (de Pablo et al., 2011). Hence, the Mt was widely used to adsorb Cs+, 81 

having a maximum capacity reported in the range of 57-104 mg g-1 while a very low 82 

selectivity towards Cs+ (Durrant et al., 2018), selectivity values ranging from 101 ~ 103 83 

mL/g (Bostick et al., 2002; Deepthi Rani and Sasidhar, 2012). Besides, in light of the 84 

stable chemical and mechanical properties and large specific surface area (Wang et al., 85 

2010), Mt has been a good supporting matrix for nanoparticles immobilization and also 86 

used as carrier for HCF with enhanced capability to adsorb Cs+ (Zhang et al., 2017). 87 

Upon removing the Cs+, recovery of the adsorbent from aqueous environment is 88 
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needed to avoid a secondary pollution and to facilitate post-treatment of the cesium 89 

element. Typical solid-liquid separation methods such as filtration (Kim et al., 2020), 90 

centrifugation (Pushkarev et al., 1960), precipitation (Fujita et al., 2014), and flotation 91 

(Baik et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017b), etc., have been reported while often argued to be 92 

either inefficient or environment-unfriendly since additional chemicals are required 93 

such as flocculants or frothers that further burden the environment. Magnetic separation, 94 

mostly using magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles, still remains as a simple method to 95 

recover adsorbents from wastewater, and is often used in actual wastewater treatment 96 

(Kim et al., 2017b).  97 

Indeed, there have been efforts to develop magnetic adsorbents by combining 98 

magnetite with nanoparticles of hexacyanoferrate, and have been proved to be a 99 

promising method in purifying Cs+ contaminated water (Hwang et al., 2017; Mobtaker 100 

et al., 2016; Roh et al., 2019). It was realized either by directly coating HCF onto 101 

magnetite (Hwang et al., 2017) or with the aid of a supporting matrix (Mobtaker et al., 102 

2016; Roh et al., 2019). For instance, Mobtaker et al (Mobtaker et al., 2016) used 103 

polyacrylonitrile as a support to hold the magnetite and HCF together and did improve 104 

both the adsorption performance and mechanical properties. However, even though 105 

magnetic clay has been well studied and demonstrated to be a good magnetic carrier 106 

thanks to its large surface area, there has no work yet reported in combining it with HCF 107 

for cesium removal.  108 

This study reports the preparation and performance test of magnetic 109 

montmorillonite-KCuHCF composite adsorbent. Montmorillonite clay nanosheets are 110 
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not only a carrier for fixing HCF nanoparticles, but also an adsorbent for Cs. Fe2+ was 111 

used to replace the ions in the interlayer of the montmorillonite particles before being 112 

oxidized to form Fe3O4, hence forming a magnetic clay.  Dopamine (DOPA) is a 113 

natural catecholamine that can self-polymerize to polydopamine (PDOPA) under 114 

oxygen and weak alkali (Lee et al., 2007). The PDOPA not only can form an adhesive 115 

coating on Mt as similarly sticky as mussels, but also able to complex with Cu2+ ions 116 

thanks to the amino and catechol groups. The binded Cu2+ ions by the PDOPA coated 117 

on the magnetic clay surface can act as loci to in situ synthesize KCuHCF nanoparticles, 118 

so as to immobilize the KCuHCF nanoparticles on the magnetic clays. The composite 119 

adsorbent was evaluated in terms of cesium sorption capacity, magnetic recovery and 120 

regeneration performance, etc. As compared to other methods such as froth flotation, 121 

systems involving hydrogel adsorbents, and that of polymer supported magnetic 122 

adsorbents, etc., the new method developed in this study that combines magnetic clay 123 

with HCF shows advantages including easy-use and environmental friendliness 124 

requiring no additional chemicals, good mechanical performance with potential 125 

radiation resistance, and low cost, etc.    126 

 127 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 128 

2.1 Chemicals 129 

 Montmorillonite powder (specific surface 240 m2/g), dopamine hydrochloride 130 

(>99.8%) and tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (>99.9%, C4H11NO3, TRIS) were 131 

obtained from Macklin, and used directly. Cesium chloride (CsCl, analytical grade), 132 
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potassium hexacyanoferrate (>98%, K4[Fe(CN)6 ]· 3H2O), and copper sulfate (>99%, 133 

CuSO4·5H2O)were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, and used without further treatment. 134 

Ferrous sulfate (>98%, FeSO4·7H2O) , potassium nitrate (>99%, KNO3) , Hydrogen 135 

peroxide ((30%, H2O2), Hydrazine Hydrate (80%, N2H4) were acquired from 136 

Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co, Ltd. 137 

 138 

2.2 Synthesis 139 

2.2.1 Preparation of montmorillonite suspension 140 

30g of montmorillonite were dispersed in 1L of ultrapure water (resistivity of 18.2 141 

MΩ.cm), stirred gently for 3 hours, and allowed to stand for 12 hours. The supernatant 142 

liquid was decanted to obtain smaller particles and to remove any potential sands (e.g. 143 

magnetite), and stored for later use.The particle concentration in the collected 144 

supernatant liquid was determined by dry mass measurement. 145 

2.2.2 Preparation of magnetic montmorillonite 146 

Magnetic montmorillonite (Mt-Mag) was prepared by a low-temperature 147 

hydrothermal method, following the reference (Bartonkova et al., 2007), with the 148 

synthesis shown by the reaction scheme below. First, 5 mL of FeSO4·7H2O (0.3 M) and 149 

85 mL montmorillonite suspension (1.3647 g/L ) were mixed and kept stirring at room 150 

temperature for 2 h, allowing Fe2+ to replace the cations in the interlayer of 151 

montmorillonite. Then 5 mL KNO3 (0.49 M) was added dropwise, followed by the 152 

addition dropwise of 5 mL KOH (1.25 M), wherein the suspension turned green, and 153 

the mixture was kept stirring and heated up to 90 °C allowing the reaction to happen 154 
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for some time until the color became dark brown, indicating the formation of magnetic 155 

montmorillonite. Afterwards, the mixture was cooled to ambient temperature under 156 

stirring, then washed twice with ultrapure water. The resultant clean 157 

magneticmontmorillonite was collected by magnetic force and re-dispersed to 100 mL 158 

with ultrapure water. The solid content of Mt-Mag suspension is 2.03 g/L. 159 3𝐹𝑒𝑆𝑂4 + 4𝐾𝑂𝐻 + 2𝐾𝑁𝑂3 = 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4 + 2𝑁𝑂2 ↑ +2𝐻2𝑂 + 3𝐾2𝑆𝑂4     160 

 161 

2.2.3 Preparation of polydopamine coated magnetic montmorillonite (D-Mt-Mag) 162 

121.14 mg TRIS was mixed with 50 mL Mt-Mag suspension (2.03g/L) under 163 

stirring to obtain pH 8.5, then 161.51 mg DOPA･HCl (i.e. 130.42 mg DOPA) was 164 

loaded to the system, and the system was kept stirred for 2 h, following a protocol 165 

reported in an earlier study (Zhang et al., 2020). When DOPA was added to the Mt 166 

suspension, the color of the suspension experienced a gradual change from brown to 167 

black. The product was magnetically separated from liquid and rinsed with ultrapure 168 

water 3 times to remove the excess unreacted DOPA and uncoated polydopamine. Pure 169 

PDOPA sample was made as a control sample  in ultrapure water but in the absence of 170 

Mt-Mag under identical experimental conditions. 171 

2.2.4 Preparation of composite adsorbent 172 

The D-Mt-Mag-HCF composite adsorbent was fabricated by a multi-step routes 173 

from Mt suspension (see Fig. 1). When the PDOPA coated magnetic Mt (D-Mt-Mag) 174 

was obtained after the first two steps, the particles were loaded in a polypropylene 175 

centrifuge tube (50 mL) and re-dispersed with 10 mL ultrapure water, then 10 mL 0.5 176 
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M CuSO4 solution was added, and shaken in an orbital shaker (200 rpm) for 12 hours 177 

to allow the coated PDOPA on clay to chelate Cu2+ ions. The suspensions were then 178 

separated with a magnet, and washed with ultrapure water to remove the excess Cu2+ 179 

ions. Afterwards, 10 mL ultrapure water was used to re-disperse the particles, then 10 180 

mL 0.5 M K4Fe(CN)6 (KHCF as abbreviation) was added and stirred in the orbital 181 

shaker (200 rpm) for 12 hours, whereby the KHCF was expected to react with the 182 

chelated Cu2+ ions to in situ generate KCuHCF nanoparticles on the magnetic clays, 183 

with the composite named D-Mt-Mag-HCF. The product was separated with a magnet 184 

and rinsed with ultrapure water 3 times to remove the excess unreacted KHCF. The D-185 

Mt-Mag-HCF composite adsorbent were stored wet (12.47 g/L) to avoid the problems 186 

of particle agglomeration and re-dispersion, facilitating the subsequent cesium sorption 187 

experiments. 188 

For the sake of comparison in terms of sorption capacity, non-magnetic composite 189 

adsorbent D-Mt-HCF was prepared under identical conditions based on Mt suspension.  190 

 191 

 192 
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Figure 1.  Schematic of the multi-step synthesis route of D-Mt-Mag-HCF composite adsorbent from 193 

Mt suspension. 194 

 195 

2.3 Materials Characterization 196 

2.3.1 Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR): To determine the chemical composition 197 

and functional groups,  the specimens were analyzed using Fourier transform infrared 198 

spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet 5700) through the KBr tablet method within the 199 

wavelength range of 400~4000 cm-1. 200 

2.3.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS): Thermo K-Alpha XPS system 201 

sourced with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray was used to analyze the chemical bonds of 202 

the samples. The charge accumulated on the sample during the measurement was 203 

compensated based on  electron/ion gun. The CasaXPS software was used to fit the 204 

XPS peak and correct the binding energy refering to the C 1s at 284.5 eV. 205 

2.3.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA): The sample was characterized by a 206 

Mettler-Toledo TGA instrument. The temperature was increased from 30 ℃ to 800 ℃ 207 

and the heating rate was 10 ℃/min, nitrogen was used as the protective atmosphere, 208 

and the atmosphere rate was 50 mL/min. 209 

2.3.4 Powder X-ray Diffraction (p-XRD): The sample was characterized by X’Pert 210 

PXRD X-ray diffractometer from PANalytical, Netherlands. In the p-XRD instrument, 211 

X-rays were emitted by a diffractometer with a Cu target (1.54 Å) and received by a 212 

LynxEye detector, and worked under 40 kV and 40 mA conditions. The scanning 2θ 213 

angle was ranged from 5° to 65° with a step size of 0.03299° at 2 s/step. The composite 214 
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adsorbent was dried under vacuum (pressure <10 kPa) at 50 °C for 24 hours before 215 

being ground into powder for characterization. 216 

2.3.5 Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES): 217 

ICP-OES (Optima 8000, Singapore, PerkinElmer) was employed to determine the 218 

metal content in the composite adsorbent. Before measurement, the D-Mt-Mag-HCF 219 

composite adsorbent was dissolved in a mixture of nitric acid (HNO3)/ hydrochloric 220 

acid (HCl) (3/1 vol/vol) using a microwave digester. The sample solution was scanned 221 

at multiple wavelengths, with the element concentration detected at specific 222 

wavelengths (Na-589.592 nm,  K-769.897 nm, Cu-327.395 nm, and Fe-238.204 nm). 223 

2.3.6 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE- SEM): The morphology 224 

of the Mt and D-Mt-HCF samples were observed with a Japanese Regukus 8100 cold 225 

FE-SEM. The samples were sprayed with gold before the observation. The accelerating 226 

voltage was 5.0 kv and the current was 10 uA. The D-Mt-Mag-HCF sample, having 227 

magnetic properties, was observed with a German Zeiss Sigma 300 cold FE-SEM. 228 

Similarly, the sample was sprayed with gold before the observation, and the accelerating 229 

voltage was in the range of 0.02-30 kV, with 10 V step-by-step continuously adjustable, 230 

and the probe beam current was in the range of 3pA-20nA, with a stability better than 231 

0.2%/h. 232 

2.4 Cesium Sorption 233 

Cesium (Cs-133) chloride was dissolved in deionized water to simulate radioactive 234 

wastewater containing Cs+ ions. All the sorption experiments were performed in plastic 235 

bottles to prevent silicon pollution as well as potential Cs+ sorption in glassware, as did 236 
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in previous study (Bostick et al., 2002). The solid content of the adsorbent (e.g. the D-237 

Mt-Mag-HCF composite) was fixed at 1 g/L with a total liquid volume of 16 mL as 238 

prepared individually in polypropylene centrifuge tubes. The Cs+ concentration in the 239 

solutions was varied from 10 ppm to 500 ppm, as obtained by dilution from 1000 ppm 240 

of Cs+ stock solution. Note that the experimental concentration scale might be higher 241 

than real environmental levels, but still represents reasonability. This is due to the fact 242 

that the adsorbents are subjected to continuing long-term increases in Cs+ uptake in 243 

environment while having a possibly similar mechanism to lab-scale experiment (to 244 

accelerate the kinetics)(Fuller et al., 2015) [ A.J. Fuller et al. / Applied Clay Science 245 

108 (2015) 128–134]. The polypropylene centrifuge tubes with the mixtures were 246 

shaked using an orbital shaker (200 rpm) for 24 hours. Afterwards, the sample tube was 247 

centrifuged at a speed of 11,000 rpm for 15 minutes, and the supernatant was decanted 248 

and filtered with a 0.45 um syringe filter. Both the Cs+ concentrations in the supernatant 249 

and that in the initial solution before sorption were measured by ICP-OES, a tool widely 250 

used for cesium measurement in earlier studies(Park et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2021)[L. Xu 251 

et al. Solid State Ionics,2021, 361,115551; Y. Park et al. Chemical Engineering 252 

Journal,2010,162, 685–695]. It is noted that since the most sensitive emission line of 253 

Cs at 852.12nm is overlapped by an emission line of plasma gas of argon at 852.14nm, 254 

a wavelength of 894.347 nm was used in ICP-OES to maximize the measurement 255 

sensitivity. Moreover, before each measurement a calibrataion was made first using a 256 

CsCl standard solution with a known concentration of 0.1 to 10 ppm. 257 

The amount of Cs+ sorbed by the adsorbent, q (mg/g), was determined based on 258 
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following equation: 259 q = (𝐶𝑂−𝐶𝑒)Vm     (1) 260 

Here Co and Ce are the initial and equilibrium concentration (mg/L) of Cs+ in the 261 

solution, determined by ICP-OES, V (L) represents the suspension volume and m (g) is 262 

the adsorbent mass, respectively. 263 

The measurement of sorption kinetics was based on a fixed Co of 100 ppm and the 264 

sorption time was varied from 10 minutes to 24 hours. All the sorption experiments 265 

were carried out under neutral pH condition, excluding the study of pH effect. The study 266 

on the pH dependence of the sorption was performed at a pH range of 2 to 12 with a 267 

fixed Co equal to 300 ppm. The pH of the solution was corrected with 1.0 M HCl and/or 268 

1.0 M KOH solutions, and the other conditions remained the same as previously 269 

described (that is, the solid/liquid ratio is 1g/ L , shaken at 300 rpm for 24 h). In order 270 

to study the selective sorption of Cs+ under competitive ion conditions, the composite 271 

adsorbent (1 g/L) was dispersed in 20 mL of brine solutions with varied K+ 272 

concentrations, containing 10 ppm Cs+ for sorption test. The sample was shaked for 24 273 

hours, then the supernatant was separated, and the Cs+ concentration was measured by 274 

ICP-OES, being diluted to the range of 0.1-10 ppm before measurement.  275 

2.5 Regeneration of the composite adsorbent 276 

To evaluate the regeneration feasibility of the adsorbents, the Mt, D-Mt-Mag, D-277 

Mt-Mag-HCF were first subjected to Cs+ sorption at a fixed C0 of 300 ppm (solid/liquid 278 

ratio: 1g/L; shaking at 200 rpm) for 24 hours to reach an sorption saturation. 279 

Subsequently, the adsorbents were washed with ultrapure water, before being soaked in 280 
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5 M H2O2 solution, at a solid/liquid ratio of 4 g/L, to allow for any potential oxidation 281 

reaction for 10 hours. The Cs+ concentration in the solution as released from the 282 

adsorbent was measured by ICP-OES. Afterwards, the adsorbents were washed with 283 

ultrapure water and reduced using N2H4. The concentration of N2H4 solution used was 284 

4 M, and the solid-to-liquid ratio was 4 g/L, and the reaction was allowed to last for 10 285 

hours. The regenerated adsorbent was washed with ultrapure water and used to re-286 

adsorb Cs+ at a C0 of 300 ppm. The sorption capacity of the regenerated adsorbent was 287 

determined based on the reduction of the Cs+ concentration in the solution as analyzed 288 

by ICP-OES. 289 

 290 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 291 

 292 

3.1 Fabrication and characterization of D-Mt-Mag-HCF composite adsorbent 293 

To fabricate a composite adsorbent that owns a superior Cs+ removal performance 294 

and able to be magnetically recovered, a successive four-steps route was employed, 295 

starting with growth of magnetite within clay to make the adsorbent magnetic, before 296 

coating with polydopamine to complex Cu2+ for subsequent immobilization of 297 

KCuHCF nanoparticles to achieve a superior Cs+ adsorption capacity. In particular,First, 298 

magnetic montmorillonite was first synthesized following the low-temperature 299 

hydrothermal method, and then dopamine was self-polymerized to coat the surface of 300 

Mt-Mag. Mixing with CuSO4, the PDOPA on Mt-Mag was complexed with Cu2+ (likely 301 

via the amino groups), acting as binding sites to react with K4Fe(CN)6 to form KCuHCF 302 
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nanoparticles in situ. The resulting magnetic composite adsorbent is referred to as D-303 

Mt-Mag-HCF. The four-step fabrication route for D-Mt-Mag-HCF from Mt is shown 304 

in Figure 1. 305 

Fig. 2a shows the XRD patterns of D-Mt-HCF, D-Mt-Mag and D-Mt-Mag-HCF 306 

with those of Mt, KCuHCF and Fe3O4 (Mag) also shown as reference. The pristine Mt 307 

has a basal plane (d001) spacing  of 1.51 nm, as determined from the diffraction peak 308 

(2θ) at 5.81°. For the non-magnetic D-Mt-HCF, the interlayer spacing (d001) was similar, 309 

while for the magnetic D-Mt-Mag and D-Mt-Mag-HCF, the diffraction peak of (001) 310 

was almost disappearing, if not, shifting to a very low angle. This indicates an interlayer 311 

intercalation, expansion and (partial) exfoliation of clay lump along with the formation 312 

and growth of magnetite in clay. The characteristicpeaks at 2𝜃 of ~30°, 35° and 57° for 313 

D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-Mag can be assigned to the (220), (311) and (511) planes 314 

of the Fe3O4 crystal structure (JCPDS card no. 01 - 1111), confirming the presence of 315 

Fe3O4 nanoparticles. In addition to the characteristic peaks of Mt centered at 2θ of 316 

19.8°(020), 61.8°(-332) (JCPDS card no. 58-2038), both D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-317 

HCF show characteristic peaks centered around 2θ of 17.7°, 25° and 36° (somewhat 318 

overlapping with that of Fe3O4), which can be attributed to the (200), (220) and (400) 319 

planes of the KCuHCF crystal structure (a cell constant of 9.99 Å; JCPDS card no. 02-320 

0383 for K2Cu [Fe(CN)6]) (Qu et al., 2011). Thus, the XRD data validates the formation 321 

of magnetic Mt and the existance of KCuHCF within the clay matrix (D-Mt-Mag-HCF).  322 

Moreover, the nanoparticle size of KCuHCF in D-Mt-mag-HCF is likely estimated 323 

using the Scherrer equation: 324 
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L = K λ
β cosθ

                 (2) 325 

where K is the dimensionless factor of the crystal shape, considered as 0.94 (Turgis et 326 

al., 2013), λ represents the X-ray wavelength (CuKα is 1.5406 Å), β represents the full-327 

width-at-half-maximum height (FWHM, rad) and θ represents the diffraction angle of 328 

the peak (rad). Based on the major peaks at 17.7° and 25°, the average particle size of 329 

KCuHCF in D-Mt-Mag-HCF was approximately 13.76 nm. Likewise, the size of 330 

magnetite particles was estimated from Scherrer equation based on the characteristic 331 

peaks (i.e. 30°, 35° and 57°) of Fe3O4 to be ~15.3 nm for that formed in D-Mt-Mag-332 

HCF and ~14.6 nm for that in D-Mt-Mag.  333 

 334 

 335 

Figure 2. (a) p-XRD patterns of Mt, KCuHCF, Fe3O4 (Mag), D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF. The 336 

pattern files of Mt (JCPDS-ICDD00-058-2038), KCuHCF (JCPDS-ICDD 00-002-0383), Fe3O4 (JCPDS-337 

ICDD 00-001-1111) are shown for reference; (b) FTIR spectra of Mt, PDOPA, KCuHCF, D-Mt-HCF and 338 

D-Mt-Mag-HCF. 339 

 340 

FTIR spectroscopy was used to qualitatively verify that: i) PDOPA was 341 
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successfully coated on Mt; and ii) KCuHCF nanoparticles were well synthesized. Fig. 342 

2b compares the FTIR spectra of pure-PDOPA, pure-KCuHCF, pristine-Mt as well as 343 

the composite adsorbents of D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF. Compared with pristine-344 

Mt, D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF exhibited new peaks/bands, for example the wide 345 

adsorption band between 3100-3500 cm-1, caused by the abundant hydroxyl and aminol 346 

groups on the surface, and a peak at 1630 cm-1 which is assigned to the aromatic rings 347 

of PDOPA (Fei et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2011), confirming the coating PDOPA on Mt. 348 

The PDOPA coating is thought to occur between the catechol groups of PDOPA and the 349 

silanol groups on the Mt surface, which resulted in slightly shifting the peak at ~1100 350 

cm-1 (to higher wave numbers and/or peak splitting), which corresponds to the Si–O 351 

vibration of the tetrahedral silica in Mt. Furthermore, for D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-352 

HCF, a new peak at 2073 cm-1 assigned to the stretching vibrations of CN (Kim et al., 353 

2017a; Turgis et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014b) confirms the generation of the 354 

ferrocyanide structure and the good presence of KCuHCF nanoparticles in D-Mt-HCF 355 

and D-Mt-Mag-HCF. 356 

The synthesis steps of the D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF was further confirmed 357 

by XPS, using pristine-Mt and KCuHCF as reference (Fig. 3). The survey spectra 358 

showed an N 1s peak emerged in D-Mt compared to pristine-Mt, proving the coating of 359 

PDOPA on Mt surface. When compared to D-Mt, peaks of Fe(2p), K(2p) and Cu (2p) 360 

were identified in the survey spectra of D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF, and the 361 

intensity of the N 1s peak was increased, confirming the existance of KCuHCF 362 

nanoparticles (Fig.3a) in the composite. 363 
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To reveal interactions between the components (e.g. PDOPA, KCuHCF, Fe3O4) in 364 

the composite, high-resolution XPS spectra of N 1s, Cu 2p, and Fe 2p (Figs. 3b, c, and 365 

d, respectively) were used to analyze chemical bonds. The deconvolution of the N 1s 366 

peak (Fig. 3b) showed the D-Mt-Mag-HCF had similar deconvoluted peaks with D-Mt-367 

HCF, implying the PDOPA coating was not affected by the presence of Fe3O4 in the 368 

interlayer of Mt. The peaks at 399.01 eV, 399.36 eV and 401.47 eV can be  assigned 369 

to pyridinic N (-N = C-), pyrrolic N (R-NH-R or indole groups) and primary amine or 370 

its protonated form (i.e. nitrogen (R-NH2/R-NH3
+)), respectively (Tawil et al., 2013; 371 

Yang et al., 2011). The presence of pyridine dinitrogen and pyrrole nitrogen confirms 372 

the self-polymerization of dopamine to PDOPA, the primary amine is considered to 373 

originate from non-covalently self-assembled dopamine existing within the covalently-374 

polymerized PDOPA (Gao et al., 2013). Note that the higher amount of pyridinic N than 375 

pyrrolic N here is consistent with some earlier studies (Han et al., 2019; Niu et al., 376 

2012)(Niu et al. 2012; Han et al. 2019). However, it is still difficult to explain the exact 377 

reason since the mechanism of dopamine oxidative polymerization into PDOPA 378 

remains elusive(Liu et al., 2014) (Liu et al. 2014), but it is supposed to be associated 379 

with the reaction condition and oxidation degree. Moreover, a characteristic peak at 380 

400.68 eV was observed in both the magnetic and non-magetic composites, and 381 

identifies the chelation of amine groups with Cu2+ (Fig. 1), contributing to the in situ 382 

growth of KCuHCF nanoparticles and their immobilization on Mt. The amine groups 383 

coordinating with Cu2+ include those from PDOPA and the cyano group from KHCF 384 

(the precursor of KCuHCF), which can simultaneously coordinate with a single Cu2+. 385 
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This is due to the slightly distorted octahedral geometry of the Cu-amine complex, and 386 

one of the amine ligands is labile that is likely displaced by the cyano group in the 387 

ferrocyanide anion of KHCF (Fig. 1). In addition, a strong peak was observed at 397.17 388 

eV in D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF (Fig. 3b), and is ascribed to the CN group 389 

([Fe(CN )6]4-), further confirming the existance of KCuHCF nanoparticles in the 390 

composite materials. Moreover, the D-Mt-Mag-HCF has a higher peak intensity than 391 

D-Mt-HCF, indicating a greater amount of HCF being formed in the presence of 392 

magnetite. 393 

The Cu 2p3/2 spectrum in Fig. 3c confirms the chelation of copper (II) with amino 394 

groups and catechol in D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF. Compared with D-Mt, D-Mt-395 

Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF have characteristic peaks at ~932 eV, which is caused by the 396 

redox reaction of Cu2+ chelated with amino and catechol groups. In addition, the peak 397 

intensity in D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF is greater than pure KCuHCF as in the 398 

latter Cu2+-N≡C chelation only happens within the KCuHCF complex itself.  399 

The deconvolution of the Fe 2p peak (Fig. 3d) represents two different oxidation 400 

states of Fe2+ (708.65 and 721.45 eV) and Fe3+ (710.15 and 724.51 eV) (Wei et al., 401 

2015). Compared with KCuHCF, D-Mt-Mag-HCF exhibits higher intensity Fe3+ peaks, 402 

which is related to the presence of Fe3O4. The subtle peaks of Fe3+ observed at ~723 eV 403 

and ~710 eV in KCuHCF indicates a partial oxidation of Fe2+, while most of Fe in the 404 

KCuHCF particles exists in term of Fe2+ state. 405 
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 406 

 407 

Figure 3. (a) XPS survey spectra of D-Mt, D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF with KCuHCF and Mt as 408 

references. (b) High-resolution XPS spectra of N 1s peaks of D-Mt, D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF 409 

with Mt as a reference (the dotted line is used as a guide for the eyes). (c) High-resolution XPS spectra 410 

of Cu 2p peaks of D-Mt, D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF, KCuHCF. (d) ) Fe2p spectra of D-Mt-Mag-411 

HCF and KCuHCF. 412 

 413 

Using pristine-Mt as the control sample, the metal content in D-Mt-Mag-HCF and 414 

D-Mt-HCF was determined using ICP-OES (Table 1). The stoichiometric chemical 415 

composition of KCuHCF is set to K4x-2Cu[Fe(CN)6]x (Kim et al., 2017b; Kim et al., 416 

2017c). Based on the measured K/Cu molar ratio, and the stoichiometric charge balance, 417 

the form of KCuHCF incorporated in D-Mt-Mag-HCF was estimated to be 418 

K0.91Cu[Fe(CN)6]0.73, and the form of KCuHCF incorporated in D-Mt-HCF was 419 
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estimated as K0.33Cu[Fe(CN)6]0.58, both being consistent with published structures 420 

(Vincent et al., 2014). Note that the negligible Fe detected in pristine Mt should not 421 

originate from magnetite sand as it was excluded from the XRD spectrum of Mt, but 422 

probably existing as counter ions in the interlayer.    423 

From the estimated composition, determining the mass ratio of KCuHCF in the 424 

composite material is not trivial and found to be 13.68 wt% in D-Mt-Mag-HCF and 425 

7.23 wt % in D-Mt-HCF. The difference is probably due to the presence of Fe3O4 that 426 

expanded the interlayer of Mt and/or even partly exfoliated the Mt thus increasing the 427 

surface area and favoring the loading of PDOPA and HCF nanoparticles. The Fe3O4 428 

amount was estimated to be ~35.09 wt% in the D-Mt-Mag-HCF. 429 

 430 

Table 1. Metal content of Mt, D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF determined by ICP-OES. 431 

Sample Cu (mmol/g) Fe (mmol/g) K (mmol/g) 

Mt 0.0906 0.0227 --- 

D-Mt-HCF 0.4919 0.459 0.1207 

D-Mt-Mag-HCF 0.6684 4.349 0.4909 

 432 

The thermal degradation behavior of the samples were studied using TGA under N2 433 

atmosphere. As shown in Fig. S1, the pure materials (Mt, PDOPA and KCuHCF) and 434 

composite materials (D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF) exhibited different degrees of 435 

degradation in the temperature range 30 to 700°C. For Mt, the subtle mass loss with 436 
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increasing temperature can be ascribed to dehydroxylation of the aluminum-silicate 437 

layer. For KCuHCF, the mass loss below 200°C relates to decomposition of cyano 438 

groups and the removal of coordination water, with the gradual mass loss at higher 439 

temperatures likely due to oxidative decomposition of iron oxide (Yu et al., 2017). As 440 

an organic component, PDOPA showed good thermal stability with only ~40 wt% mass 441 

loss at 700°C, which is ascribed to its carbon-yielding characteristic similar with a 442 

phenolic resin (Hassan et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2013).  443 

From the TGA data of the pure and composite materials, it is possible to 444 

approximate the mass (wt %) of the different components in the composite materials, 445 

see Supporting Information for further details. For instance, in D-Mt-Mag-HCF, the 446 

proportion of KCuHCF was estimated to be 18.1 wt%, assuming the composite material 447 

was composed of D-Mt-Mag and KCuHCF, which undergoes identical decomposition 448 

kinetics to the individual components. This approximation is consistent with that 449 

determined by ICP-OES, considering the difference in techniques. 450 

Using SEM, the morphology of pristine-Mt, D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF are 451 

compared in Fig. 4, with SEM images of D-Mt-Mag and the corresponding EDX 452 

images of D-Mt-HCF provided in the Supporting Information (Fig. S2). The surface 453 

area of clay platelets were measured to be 1.810.85 μm2, 1.360.70 μm2 and 1.560.10 454 

μm2 for Mt, D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF, respectively. One more interesting thing 455 

is that the clay platelets in D-Mt-Mag-HCF(e-f) and in D-Mt-Mag(Fig.S2a-b) were 456 

much thinner than that in D-Mt-HCF(c-d) and in Mt(a-b), which were considered to be 457 

a result of interlayer intercalation, expansion and exfoliation of clays by the formed 458 
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magnetite. This can favor immobilization of HCF nanoparticles in light of the increased 459 

surface area. Moreover, when compared with pristine-Mt, the composite materials 460 

clearly show particle clusters coated on the clay platelets of Mt, albeit the coverage is 461 

nonuniform. These nanoparticles are KCuHCF in D-Mt-HCF, magnetite in D-Mt-Mag 462 

and mixture of both in D-Mt-Mag-HCF. The presence of KCuHCF nanoparticles in the 463 

D-Mt-Mag-HCF was confirmed by EDX analysis (Fig. S2c-d), with those regions of 464 

the particle clusters showing significant Cu element that can be ascribed to KCuHCF. 465 

Moreover, the size of the nanoparticles was consistent with the estimation from XRD 466 

data, considering the difference between two techniques.   467 

 468 

 469 

Figure 4. SEM images of Mt(a-b) , D-Mt-HCF(c-d), and D-Mt-Mag-HCF(e-f) 470 

 471 

3.2 Cesium Sorption 472 

The ability to remove cesium from contaminated water was compared for the 473 

magnetic composite adsorbent, D-Mt-Mag-HCF, non-magnetic composite D-Mt-HCF, 474 

magnetic clay D-Mt-Mag and pristine-Mt. The data is compared for batch sorption 475 
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studies using a constant mass of adsorbent 16 mg, volume of contaminated water 16 476 

mL and varying the concentration of Cs+ between 10 and 100 mmol/L. The sorption 477 

isotherms (in terms of q in mg g-1 vs. the equilibrium concentration (Ce, ppm) of Cs+) 478 

are shown in Fig. 5a. All data were fitted using the reputed Langmuir isotherm, which 479 

considers i) surface monolayer sorption, ii) finite binding site number, iii) uniform 480 

sorption energy, and iv) no migration of adsorbate on the surface, and is given by:   481 q = b𝑞𝑚𝐶𝑒1+b𝐶𝑒     (3) 482 

where b is the Langmuir constant associated with the affinity coefficient (L mg-1) of the 483 

binding site, and qm is the maximum sorption capacity of Cs+.  484 

As can be seen in Fig. 5a, the Langmuir isotherm well describe the Cs+ sorption data 485 

with great correlation coefficient (R2) values, which are listed in Table 2 together with 486 

the fitting parameters (qm and b) for each adsorbent. Both D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-487 

HCF show excellent sorption performance, with qm values of 143 mg/g and 159.2 mg/g, 488 

substantially better than pristine-Mt and D-Mt-Mag which have qm values of ~60 mg/g 489 

and ~30 mg/g. The sorption data further confirms the successful inclusion of KCuHCF 490 

nanoparticles in the composite adsorbents, resulting in enhanced Cs+ sorption capacity. 491 

The lower sorption capacity of D-Mt-Mag than pristine-Mt confirmed the successful 492 

intercalation of magnetic nanoparticles (Fe3O4) in the interlayer of Mt, thus lowering 493 

the cation exchange capacity of the Mt. However, with the immobilization of HCF 494 

nanoparticles, D-Mt-Mag-HCF showed greater sorption capacity than D-Mt-HCF, 495 

which is consistent with the composition of KCuHCF in the composite, as identified by 496 

the ICP-OES (Table 1) having more K+ in D-Mt-Mag-HCF than D-Mt-HCF, as well as 497 
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more KCuHCF immobilized in the former.    498 

Furthermore, with the contribution from multiple (strong) sorption sites, i.e. 499 

KCuHCF nanoparticles and Mt, the sorption isotherms for D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-500 

HCF adsorbents were fitted using the dual-site Langmuir sorption model, which 501 

accounts for two sorption sites of distinct sorption energies. The model is given by: 502 q = 𝑏1𝑞𝑚1𝐶𝑒1+𝑏1𝐶𝑒 + 𝑏2𝑞𝑚2𝐶𝑒1+𝑏2𝐶𝑒    (4) 503 

where b1, b2 are the affinity coefficients (L mg-1), and qm1, qm2 are the maximum 504 

sorption capacity (mg g-1) of the two sorption sites, respectively.   505 

As shown in Fig. 5a and Table 2, the two-site Langmuir model (dashed line) better 506 

describes the sorption behavior of D-Mt-HCF and D-Mt-Mag-HCF, with higher 507 

correlation coefficients (R2) than the single-site Langmuir model, which contrasts D-508 

Mt-Mag and Mt which show better R2 values for the single-site Langmuir model. This 509 

confirms that the HCF nanoparticles (KCuHCF) and Mt in the composite adsorbent 510 

provide active sites for Cs+ sorption. 511 
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 512 

 513 

Figure 5. a) Cs+ sorption isotherm with sorption capacity (q) plotted versus the equilibrium concentration 514 

(Ce) for D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF, with Mt and D-Mt-Mag as reference. The solid and dashed 515 

lines are the fittings of the single-site and dual-site Langmuir models, respectively. b) Cs+ sorption 516 

kinetics of D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF at C0 = 100 ppm. c) Cs+ sorption by D-Mt-Mag-HCF versus 517 

the solution pH value (C0 = 300 ppm). d) Distribution coefficient Kd of Cs+ (C0 = 10 ppm) from potassium 518 

(K+) brine versus K+ concentration for D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF , with Mt as reference. 519 

 520 

Since the presence of magnetite enabled an increment in clay surface area and increased 521 

immobilization of KCuHCF nanoparticles, and hence one would expect that there 522 

existed a specified concentration range of magnetite, within which more magnetite 523 

might result in more HCF for Cs retention and better magnetic properties. For 524 
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comparison purpose, D-Mt-Mag-HCF samples with a lower and a higher Mag/Mt mass 525 

ratio (i.e. 0.63 and 2.52) than the focused sample (i.e. a ratio of 1.26) were prepared. 526 

The comparisons of their Cs+ adsorption capacity at C0 = 20 ppm and C0 = 300 ppm 527 

and their magnetic separation ability are shown in Figure S3 in the Supporting 528 

Information. As shown, the low Mag/Mt mass ratio (i.e. 0.63) was insufficient to afford 529 

an acceptable magnetic performance albeit it offered a comparable Cs+ adsorption 530 

capacity. The high Mag/Mt mass ratio (i.e. 2.52) provided a good magnetic performance 531 

while was lessened in Cs+ adsorption capacity. Hence, the ratio of 1.26 was in the 532 

optimized range that compromised the Cs+ adsorption capacity and magnetic separation 533 

performance.   534 

Table 2. Fittings of Cs+ sorption by single-site and dual-site Langmuir isotherm models 535 

  Langmuir  Dual-site Langmuir  

Adsorbent qm 

(mg/g) 

B   

(L/mg) 

R2
 qm1 

(mg/g) 

b1 

(L/mg) 

qm2 

(mg/g) 

b2 

(L/mg) 

R2
 

D-Mt-HCF 128.1 5.01 0.919 105.6 0.024 37.4 2.741 0.962 

D-Mt-Mag-HCF 159.2 0.1 0.942 60 0.01 92 0.04 0.952 

D-Mt-Mag 41.24 0.01 0.990 13 0.01 25 0.02 0.947 

Mt 75 0.038 0.98      

 536 

Table 3 compares Cs+ sorption capacity as reported in the current study, to other 537 

reported values for magnetic adsorbents based on prussian blue analogues. The 538 

magnetic composite adsorbent (D-Mt-Mag-HCF) is found to provide greater capacity 539 
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than hydrogel-based sorbents, likely due to the successful immobilization of dispersed 540 

KCuHCF with the magnetic Mt, offering multiple binding sites for Cs+.   541 

 542 

Table 3. Cs+ sorption capacity of some recently reported magnetic adsorbents. 543 

Adsorbent Method of 

recovery 

Support 

 

qm (mg of Cs/g of 

composite) 

Solution 

pH  

ref / year 

 

KCuHCF Magnetic Hydrogels 82.8 8 Kim et al.(Kim et al., 2017b) 

/2017 

KCuHCF Magnetic Magnetic 

chitosan 

136.47 8.3-11 Hyelin Roh et al.(Roh et al., 

2019) /2019 

KFeHCF Magnetic Magnetic 

CoFe2O4 

178.8 7 Hassan et al.(Hassan and Aly, 

2019) /2019 

CuHCF Magnetic polyacrylonitrile 263.2 7 Mobtaker et 

al./2016(Mobtaker et al., 2016) 

NaCuHCF Magnetic magnetite 125 7 Hwang et al./2017(Hwang 

et al., 2017) 

KCuHCF Magnetic Magnetic Mt 159.2 7 Current study 

 544 

3.2.1 Sorption Kinetics. The kinetics of Cs+ sorption were studied for D-Mt-Mag-545 

HCF and D-Mt-HCF (Fig. 5b). The Cs+ sorption by both composite materials was fast, 546 

reaching equilibrium within 100 min. The sorption kinetics can be quantitatively 547 

described by fitting the experimental data with a pseudo-second order rate equation 548 
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(PSORE): 549 t𝑞𝑡 = 1𝐾2𝑞𝑒2 + 𝑡𝑞𝑒     (5) 550 

where qt and qe are the adsorbed Cs+ quantity (mg/g) at time t and at equilibrium, 551 

respectively, and k2 is a rate constant. 552 

For both D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF, the PSORE fits are considered 553 

reasonable, with R2 values > 0.97. The model fitting parameters are listed in Table 4. 554 

The data for KCuHCF only, that was reported in an earlier study (Kim et al., 2017a), is 555 

also listed for comparison. For the rate constant k2, both D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-556 

HCF exhibit much higher k2 values than KCuHCF, confirming the rapid sorption 557 

kinetics of Cs+, albeit KCuHCF provides a slightly greater sorption capacity. 558 

Eventhough the sorption kinetic of D-Mt-Mag-HCF is slightly compromised relative to 559 

D-Mt-HCF, it does provide a higher sorption capacity, hence the magnetic modification 560 

does not greatly compromise the overall performance of the magnetically-recoverable 561 

adsorbent.  562 

 563 

Table 4. Fitting parameters of PSORE for Cs+ sorption by D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF composite 564 

adsorbents.  565 

Adsorbent k2 (g mg-1 min-1 ) 

 

qe R2 

 

D-Mt-Mag-HCF 0.01 78.71 0.99 

D-Mt-HCF 0.05 66 0.97 

Bulk KCuHCF(19.9 ppm 4.39×10-4 94.37 0.98 
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Cs+ in DI water) 

 566 

3.2.2 pH Effect. Figure 5c shows that the effect of pH on Cs+ sorption (C0 = 300 ppm) 567 

is negligible for D-Mt-Mag-HCF, and confirms the good stability of the magnetic 568 

adsorbent in both acidic and basic conditions.   569 

3.2.3 Competitive Ion Effect. With a similar hydrated ion size as Cs+ (~0.329 nm), K+ 570 

(~0.331 nm) is a strongly competing ion for Cs+. The sorption selectivity of D-Mt-Mag-571 

HCF and D-Mt-HCF for Cs+ (initial concentration = 10 ppm) in the presence of K+ of 572 

varying concentrations was studied, and the data is shown in Fig. 5d. The selectivity of 573 

Cs+ from KCl solutions is determined from the distribution coefficient Kd, which is 574 

given as: 575         𝐾𝑑 = 𝐶𝑜 − 𝐶𝑒𝐶𝑒  𝑉𝑚                            (6) 576 

where C0 is the initial and Ce is the equilibrium concentrations of Cs+, V is the volume 577 

(mL) of solution and m is the mass (g) of adsorbent. As shown in Fig. 5d, the selectivity 578 

of Cs+ by D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF is significantly greater than pristine-Mt, with 579 

Kd = 3.2×106 mL g-1 for D-Mt-Mag-HCF, 4.3×105 mL g-1 for D-Mt-HCF and 1.3×103 580 

mL g-1 for pristine-Mt when the initial concentration of K+ was 50 ppm. For increasing 581 

concentration of K+ (up to 1000 ppm), the Kd values for all adsorbents gradually 582 

decreased. At an initial concentration of K+ 1000 ppm, D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF 583 

continued to show very good selectivity for Cs+, with Kd values higher than 8.2×104 584 

mL g-1 and 1.0×104 mL g-1, respectively. This excellent selectivity of Cs+ by the two 585 

sorbents can be attributed to the immobilized KCuHCF nanoparticles, with the cubic 586 
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lattices acting as ion sieves to preferentially uptake Cs+ and exclude slightly larger ions 587 

such as K+.  588 

Moreover, the effects of storage time of adsorbent and temperature of adsorption 589 

experiment on Cs+ removal performance were evaluated at C0=20ppm for D-Mt-Mag-590 

HCF, with data shown in Fig. S. As demonstrated, the Cs+ removal effecicy remained 591 

as high as ~100% even with the adsorbent stored more than 10 months and was nearly 592 

affected by temperature within the measurement range (i.e. 25-40oC).     593 

 594 

3.3 Recovery and Regeneration of the Adsorbent 595 

3.3.1 Magnetic property. Once the Cs+ is removed from the contaminated aqueous 596 

environment, it is essential to recover the adsorbent to avoid any secondary pollution. 597 

The D-Mt-Mag-HCF adsorbent exhibited facile recovery using an external magnet (Fig. 598 

6). Here, the hysteresis curve of D-Mt-Mag-HCF using D-Mt-HCF as reference, is 599 

measured using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) at ambient conditions. While 600 

D-Mt-HCF shows no magnetization, as expected, the D-Mt-Mag-HCF adsorbent shows 601 

magnetic hysteresis. The saturation magnetization and coercivity of D-Mt-Mag-HCF 602 

were 17.4 emu/g and 9.06 Oe, indicating sufficient magnetism to be easily recovered 603 

using an external magnet. The magnetic separation in water was evaluated by dispersing 604 

D-Mt-Mag-HCF in 20 mL deionized water and positioning the magnet on the sidewall 605 

of the glass vial. The dispersion was agitated for 24 hrs and once the magnet was placed 606 

on the sidewall of the glass via, the D-Mt-Mag-HCF particle were immediately attracted 607 

to the magnet, leaving a non-turbid aqueous phase, thus demonstrating the very fast and 608 
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almost complete separation of D-Mt-Mag-HCF from water. 609 

 610 

Figure 6. (a) Field-dependent magnetization curves of D-Mt-Mag-HCF and D-Mt-HCF. Inset the photos 611 

of D-Mt-Mag-HCF magnetic separation. (b) The central part of the hysteresis loops.  612 

 613 

3.3.2 Adsorbents regeneration. Cs+ desorption to regenerate the adsorbent is vital to 614 

extend the lifetime of the adsorbent. It is possible to desorb Cs+ from metal-615 

hexacyanoferrate (MHCF) through the oxidation of ferrocyanide (A. Nilchi, 2003), as 616 

shown in the reaction scheme below. The oxidation reaction can be realized using the 617 

oxidant H2O2 (H. Won, 2008). 618 

𝐶𝑠2 𝐶𝑢3[𝐹𝑒Ⅱ(𝐶𝑁6)]24𝐻2𝑂 [𝑂]→ 𝐶𝑢3[𝐹𝑒Ⅲ(𝐶𝑁6)]24𝐻2𝑂 + 2𝐶𝑠+          619 

Following Cs+ sorption at C0 = 300 ppm, with the sorbed amounts being 68.6 mg/g for 620 

pristine-Mt, 31.15 mg/g for D-Mt-Mag, and 141.92 mg/g for D-Mt-Mag-HCF, the 621 

adsorbents were subjected to H2O2 oxidation, with the amount of Cs+ desorbed shown 622 

in Fig. 7a. As shown, the amount of Cs+ desorbed is 38.7 mg/g for pristine-Mt, 25.1 623 

mg/g for D-Mt-Mag, and 39.1 mg/g for D-Mt-Mag-HCF, which corresponds  to 624 

56.41%, 80.57%, 27.54% Cs+ desorbed (relative to the total adsorbed amount). The 625 
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high desorption of Cs+ from pristine-Mt and D-Mt-Mag is reasonable considering the 626 

low selectivity and stability. However, desorption of Cs+ from D-Mt-Mag-HCF, albeit 627 

not complete, shows potential to partially regenerate the adsorbent for continued use.  628 

  629 

 630 

Figure 7. (a) Cs+ amount in liquid as released from adsorbents via H2O2 oxidation and the corresponding 631 

relative desorption capactiy. (b) Cs+ sorption capacity of the used adsorbents after reduction by N2H4 and 632 

the corresponding ratio to the first sorption capacity.  633 

 634 

With the Cs+ released, the adsorbents were regenerated via N2H4 reduction, by 635 

reducing FeIII to FeII in the ferrocyanide, before being used for Cs+ sorption once more 636 

with C0 = 300 ppm. As shown in Fig. 7b, the regenerated adsorbents showed reasonable 637 

sorption capacities, with the regenerated D-Mt-Mag-HCF having a capactity up to 67 638 

mg/g which represents ca. 46% of the capacity from the intial sorption test. This method 639 

demonstrates the potential to partially regenerate the adsorbent for reuse, although 640 

further effort should be given to regeneration the components that strongly and 641 

selectively interact with Cs+. 642 

 643 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 644 

A magnetic composite adsorbent, D-Mt -Mag-HCF, was successfully prepared 645 

based on a Fe3O4 intercalated montmorillonite immobilized with potassium copper 646 

hexacyanoferrate. The adsorbent was successfully used to decontaminate Cs+ water 647 

before being facily recovered in an applied magnetic field. The synthesis route involved: 648 

(i) substitutation of Mt interlayer ions with ferrous ions before transforming to Mt -Mag 649 

by low-temperature hydrothermal method; (ii) coating the Mt -Mag with polydopamine 650 

to form D-Mt -Mag; (iii) anchoring of Cu2+ onto D-Mt -Mag via chelation with the 651 

coated PDOPA; and (iv) in situ growth of KCuHCF nanoparticles through complexation 652 

of the anchored Cu2+ with hexacyanoferrate precursor K4[Fe(CN)6]4.  653 

The composite adsorbent showed excellent Cs+ recovery with a maximum sorption 654 

capacity of ~159.2 mg/g, and negligible deteriment in changing pH environments. 655 

Owing to the incorporation of KCuHCF, the adsorbent provided high selectivity for Cs+ 656 

with a distribution coefficition greater than 8.2×104 mL g-1 in concentrated brine 657 

solutions. More importantly, the composite was magnetically responsive, making it 658 

readily recoverable from aqueous environments. Upon recovery, the composite could 659 

be partially regenerated for subsequent use.  660 
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